Abstract: Formation of the biocorona on the surface of nanoparticles is a significant obstacle for the development of safe and effective nanotechnologies, especially for nanoparticles with biomedical applications. Following introduction into a biological environment, nanoparticles are rapidly coated with biomolecules resulting in formation of the nanoparticle-biocorona. The addition of these biomolecules alters the nanoparticle's physicochemical characteristics, functionality, biodistribution, and toxicity. To synthesize effective nanotherapeutics and to more fully understand possible toxicity following human exposures, it is necessary to elucidate these interactions between the nanoparticle and the biological media resulting in biocorona formation. A thorough understanding of the mechanisms by which the addition of the biocorona governs nanoparticle-cell interactions is also required. Through elucidating the formation and the biological impact of the biocorona, the field of nanotechnology can reach its full potential. This understanding of the biocorona will ultimately allow for more effective laboratory screening of nanoparticles and enhanced biomedical applications. The importance of the nanoparticle-biocorona has been appreciated for a decade; however, there remain numerous future directions for research which are necessary for study. This perspectives article will summarize the unique challenges presented by the nanoparticle-biocorona and avenues of future needed investigation.
Nanoparticle-biocorona overview
Presentation of nanoparticles into a physiological environment results in the absorption of a variety of biological materials onto the surface of nanoparticles. These biological materials include proteins, peptides, lipids, nucleic acids, metabolites, and others. The association of these biomolecules is dependent on a number of factors including the physicochemical properties of the nanoparticle, the physiological environment, and the duration of incubation [1, 2] . This collection of biomolecules on the nanoparticle's surface is collectively referred to as the biocorona. The biocorona can be subdivided into portions: the first or primary layer termed as the hard biocorona and the secondary layers referred to as the soft biocorona. The hard biocorona is governed by nanoparticle-biomolecule interactions resulting in tightly associated biomolecules. These nanoparticle-biomolecular interactions are often driven by electrostatic interactions, hydrophobicity, and favorable entropyrelated shifts in biomolecule conformation [1, [3] [4] [5] [6] . The soft biocorona, however, is more dynamic in nature than the hard biocorona due to the rapid exchange of biomolecules based on biomolecule-biomolecule interactions. Overall, the addition of the biocorona has been found to alter nanoparticle physicochemical characteristics, functionality, biodistribution, and toxicity [6] [7] [8] [9] . For the development of safe and effective nanoparticles for biomedical applications, it is necessary for the biocorona to be understood. Investigation of the nanoparticlebiocorona is currently an important and impactful area of research; therefore, numerous thorough reviews have recently been published [1, [10] [11] [12] [13] . This perspectives article, however, aims to highlight and summarize the unique challenges involved in the study of the nanoparticle-biocoronaand to emphasize novel avenues of future research.
2 Challenges presented by the nanoparticle-biocorona
Evaluation of biocorona components
Recent advances in the field of proteomics have driven the evaluation of the protein components forming the nanoparticle-biocorona [14, 15] . These studies are normally performed by incubating nanoparticles in a physiological medium (i.e. serum, plasma, or airway lining fluid) and allowing biomolecules to associate with the nanoparticle's surface. The nanoparticles with their newly added biocorona can then be separated from unassociated biomolecules typically via centrifugation and a series of washes. Associated proteins are then eluted from the surface of the nanoparticles and separated from the nanoparticles using either centrifugation or gel electrophoresis. Following reduction and digestion of the proteins, mass spectrometry and bioinformatics are utilized to identify and quantify these protein components of the biocorona. Studies have demonstrated that hundreds of proteins associate with the surface of the nanoparticle forming the biocorona in serum, with the most abundant protein components typically being serum albumin, apolipoproteins, complement system proteins, immunoglobulins, and α-2 macrogobulin [1, 5, 8, 16] . Although shared between nanoparticles, these proteins are often associated in different quantities based on the type of nanoparticle. Specifically, silver nanoparticles with a larger diameter demonstrated more abundance of these shared proteins when compared to smaller diameter silver nanoparticles [5] . Differences in surface coatings, however, were not found to influence abundance. This difference in quantity was hypothesized to be related to the differential surface curvature between the silver nanoparticles. Further, unique proteins are often present in the biocorona due to variations in nanoparticle properties. Many proteins are often also found to be enriched within the nanoparticle-biocorona compared to their quantity in the biological media. All nanoparticles do not associate the same proteins and therefore do not form identical biocoronas. To more effectively screen the biological impact of the nanoparticle-biocorona, studies have evaluated simplified biocoronas consisting of only primary protein components. Production of a simplified biocorona on the surface of nanoparticles using selected highly abundant proteins, however, does not appear to fully simulate biological responses. The minor components appear to play a role in the biological responses to the nanoparticle-biocorona, demonstrating that these responses are not simply driven by the abundant proteins. Shannahan et al. investigated differences in cellular responses following exposure to silver nanoparticles with only a serum albumin biocorona or a complex biocorona following incubation in fetal bovine serum [17] . Cellular association of nanoparticles and inflammatory activation were not determined to be purely driven by bovine serum albumin even though it was the primary biocoronal protein. Further, the greater number of biocoronal proteins used in a multivariate model to predict nanoparticle-cell association was found to increase its accuracy compared to a model that only utilized individual proteins or only nanoparticle properties [18] . Walkey et al. demonstrated that 64 individual proteins were needed for a reliable model that was 86% more accurate than using nanoparticle characteristics without a corona [18] . Using 32 individual proteins only decreased model accuracy by 5% in comparison to the model using 64 proteins. These studies demonstrate how an individual protein or highly abundant proteins in the biocorona do not completely govern cell interactions with the activity of the nanoparticle-biocorona. Overall, this implies that individual protein biocoronas cannot be used as a surrogate for complete biocoronas, as a simplified biocorona is not entirely predictive of the biological activity of the complex biocorona.
Due to the unique biological identity imparted to the nanoparticle by addition of the biocorona, it is important to understand the spatial orientations of the proteins on the nanoparticle surface and what portions of the protein remain available for biological interactions. Recently, Kelly et al. demonstrated that transferrin-coated polystyrene nanoparticles randomly associated proteins in terms of spatial organization [19] . Further, this assessment found that only a few of the bound proteins presented external functional motifs suggesting that the proteins likely do not retain their functional capacity when bound [19] . This evaluation of the spatial organization of the biocoronal protein components as well as the presentation of functional motifs allows for more detailed examination of nanoparticle-biocorona to take place. Now that the tools for this type of analysis have been created, many avenues of future research are possible such as examining spatial and conformational changes of proteins on a variety of nanoparticles and using these data to predict cellular interactions and biological responses.
To date, evaluation of other non-protein biocoronal components, such as lipids and nucleic acids, is lacking. These lipid components may be significant in modifying the activity of the nanoparticle as they may stimulate uptake and/or activation of cells that normally remove lipids from circulation such as macrophages and endothelial cells.
Recent study has demonstrated that incorporation of cholesterol into media during nanoparticle exposure resulted in increased macrophage uptake of nanoparticles possibly though adsorption of cholesterol onto the nanoparticle's surface [20] . It is likely that lipid-rich biocoronas may alter cellular interactions and responses through scavenger receptors expressed on the surface of a variety of cells including macrophages, endothelial cells, and others. Scavenger receptors are a protein supergroup known to specifically be involved in the uptake of negatively charged particles and oxidized lipids [21, 22] . All scavenger receptor classes have mammalian orthologues except for class C (only found in insects) [23] . This conservation of scavenger receptors points to their important biological role which may be taken advantage of for therapeutic benefit. Nanoparticles with lipid-rich biocoronas may directly target cells that express high levels of scavenger receptors on their surface. Through manipulating the length of polyethylene glycol chains on nanoparticles, researchers were able to alter the amount of apolipoprotein that associated with the biocorona [24] . These nanoparticles with apolipoprotein-rich biocoronas were found to more selectively bind scavenger receptors and increased uptake by cells in vitro [24] . Interactions between cell surface receptors and the biocorona on nanoparticles needs to be further evaluated as the implications of these interactions will relate to the nanoparticle's biopersistence, biodistribution, and cellular responses. It is likely that different biocoronas will target distinctive cell surface receptors resulting in differential responses. Due to the limited data that exist regarding non-protein components of the nanoparticlebiocorona, future studies will be needed to identify these components and the interactions that result in their association with the nanoparticle's surface. Specifically, to perform these studies, advancements in lipidomics and imaging technologies are needed.
As stated previously, the formation of the nanoparticle-biocorona is driven by the nanoparticle physicochemical properties, the physiological environment, and the incubation time. Numerous studies have evaluated the influence of nanoparticle physicochemical properties on biocorona formation to determine correlations between nanoparticle properties and specific biomolecule association [18, 25] . Due to the interdependence of nanoparticle physicochemical properties as well as the diverse nature of nanoparticles, it is difficult to determine exact correlations between nanoparticle properties and biocoronal components [26] . In order to correlate the components of the biocorona with the unique nanoparticle physicochemical properties, it may be necessary to modify how correlations are performed. Instead of attempting to correlate individual nanoparticle properties (size, surface area, charge, shape, composition, and coating) and macromolecule properties (type, class, or size) it may be more beneficial in the future to examine correlations in new terms or combinations of properties. These could include new parameters and/or combinations of parameters such as surface curvature, electrostatic charge per surface area, conformationally available amino acids, interactive amino acid content, and others. Large, well-controlled study designs and the input of computer modelers are needed to systematically determine relationships between nanoparticle properties and components of the biocorona.
Although the hard corona is rather stable, it is possible for the biomolecule content to change over time. It is necessary, therefore, to evaluate multiple time points to understand the lifecycle of the nanoparticle biocorona as its content could change over time [27] . Future study is needed examining the lifecycle of the nanoparticle-biocorona by assessing biocoronal content over various time courses. It is also likely that the nanoparticle biocorona that exists in the extracellular physiological media will not be identical to the biocorona intracellularly. An assessment of the biocorona that forms on silver nanoparticles by hyperspectral darkfield microscopy demonstrated that the spectral profile of the nanoparticle-biocorona was different extracellularly compared to intracellularly [17] . This suggests surface modifications to the nanoparticle following internalization and likely alterations in the biocorona. Through their magnetic properties, it has been possible to extricate internalized silica-coated iron oxide nanoparticles from cells [28] . These internalized iron oxide nanoparticles retained a significant portion of the original hard corona while being trafficked through cells [28] . This finding suggests limited intracellular modifications to the iron oxide nanoparticle-biocorona. Knowledge gained from evaluating the components of the intracellular biocorona could provide details into specific cell signaling pathways that the nanoparticle interacts and interferes with following internalization. This intracellular biocorona is likely related to the subcellular localization of nanoparticles following internalization. Nanoparticles in different subcellular compartments will interact with unique biomolecules resulting in variable responses. Studies have evaluated the extracellular biocorona, whereas the intracellular nanoparticle-biocorona has received limited investigation but may be responsible for many cellular responses.
The extracellular biocorona may not only influence uptake of the nanoparticle by cells but also the subsequent subcellular location resulting in differential cellular responses. Cellular compartments where nanoparticles are known to localize internally with lower pH such as lysosomes may result in the release of the biocoronal components and/or nanoparticles resulting in toxicological responses [29, 30] . These released biocoronal components due to their interactions with the nanoparticle surface likely have undergone a conformational modification resulting in an endoplasmic reticulum stress response. Recent study has demonstrated that silver nanoparticles can induce an endoplasmic reticulum response; however, it is unknown if this is due to the release of conformationally modified extracellular biomolecules from the surface of the nanoparticles, nanoparticles inducing conformational changes in biomolecules intracellularly, or direct nanoparticle interactions with the endoplasmic reticulum [31, 32] . In the case of silica, surface curvature has been demonstrated to mediate the nanoparticle-protein interaction surface resulting in alterations in the protein's secondary structure [33] . Specifically, the larger the diameter of the nanoparticle, the more nanoparticle-protein interactive surface is available resulting in increased conformational changes. The ability of the nanoparticle-biocorona to possibly induce changes in subcellular localization and conformational changes in protein structure, as well as an endoplasmic reticulum stress response requires further assessment as changes in these may result in unintended cellular responses. It is likely that targeted nanoparticles that result in structural alterations of specific proteins could be the basis for numerous therapeutic strategies.
One of the primary limitations of the nanoparticle-biocorona field has been the qualitative nature of much of the research. This is mostly due to the field being in its early stages and the need for the development of study designs and technologies that are more quantitative. Simple model systems utilizing single proteins have been used to examine the dynamics of the biocorona. Specifically, these models have investigated the kinetics of individual protein-nanoparticle interactions forming the biocorona through the evaluation of association and dissociation rates, affinities, and stoichiometries [3, 34, 35] . These studies demonstrated that the kinetics of interaction were dependent on a variety of parameters including time, particle characteristics (surface curvature, composition, and coating), and the identity of the individual protein being evaluated. Specifically, Cedervall et al. demonstrated that albumin and fibrinogen associated and dissociated at higher rates than apolipoprotein A-I and most other proteins from the plasma [34] . Although demonstrating slower kinetics, apolipoprotein A-I had a high affinity for N-isopropylacrylamide-co-N-tert-butylacrylamide copolymer nanoparticles. This means that although highly abundant proteins in the circulation may rapidly interact with the nanoparticles surface, over time the nanoparticle will become coated with more low abundant proteins that have higher affinities for the surface. This kinetics-based research approach further demonstrates the challenges of the nanoparticle-biocorona as multiple factors need to be taken into consideration. Future research is needed to understand the highly complex kinetics of nanoparticlebiomolecular interactions that take place on the surface of nanoparticles as biomolecules compete for space. These kinetic relationships likely are modified by a variety of parameters including time, nanoparticle characteristics, protein characteristics, biological compartment, and human individuality of the biological milieu.
Physiological-related differences in the biocorona
The nanoparticle-biocorona is also not uniform between different physiological environments. Therefore, human routes of exposure need to be taken into account when evaluating the nanoparticle-biocorona. For example, an inhaled nanoparticle will absorb a different biocorona compared to one that was injected or ingested and may result in profoundly different cellular responses. To date much of the evaluation of the nanoparticle-biocorona has focused on the route of injection and has utilized serum or plasma. Proteomic evaluation, however, has identified that unique biocoronas form on the surface of nanoparticles following inhalation that are rich in surfactant protein A, napsin A, and complement proteins [36] . The identity of these proteins that form the biocorona in the respiratory tract lining fluid suggests opsonization of the nanoparticles allowing for a pulmonary immune response. Exposure evaluating the role of the biocorona in nanoparticle dermal exposures demonstrated differences in nanoparticle uptake due to addition of an IgGbiocorona [37] . Specifically, the addition of IgG to the surface of 20 nm silica silver nanoparticles enhanced uptake, whereas the uptake of other nanoparticles was either unchanged or reduced following addition of the IgG to their surface. To date the biocorona that forms due to routes of nanoparticle exposure other than intravenous such as inhalation, ingestion, and dermal are understudied in comparison. These other routes of exposure require further evaluation as human exposures continue to rise due to their increased commercialization, introduction into our environments, and biomedical applications. Specifically, inhaled, ingested, or dermally applied nanotherapeutics will have to consider these unique biocorona that form on the surface of nanoparticles.
Laboratory evaluation is necessary for evaluation of the nanoparticle-biocorona; however, translating laboratory findings to humans may present distinct challenges. Preforming the biocorona is often done prior to their introduction into in vitro exposure systems. This is done in order to remove the complexity of the highly dynamic soft corona thus allowing for the study of the more stable hard corona. It is likely that the hard biocorona that is associated with nanoparticles acellularly is very similar to the hard biocorona that forms when nanoparticles are introduced into cell culture environments and macromolecules are present since it forms rather rapidly. There may be significant differences between these preformed biocoronas and those that form naturally on nanoparticles in vivo. This is due to many variables including changes in the nanoparticle's agglomerative state, the presence of flow conditions, the passage of the nanoparticle through different biological compartments, and others. Specifically, it has been shown that liposomes injected into a mouse model and later collected acquire a uniquely complex biocorona compared to in vitro incubation in mouse plasma [38] . Further translation between the biocoronas that form in rodent models and humans may be difficult due to differences in macromolecule content and physiological differences. Sahneh et al. demonstrated through pharmacokinetic modeling that, due to increased circulation times, nanoparticles would be present in the bloodstream of humans for longer periods of time than in rodents prior to reaching their targets [27] . This increased time would allow for a different biocorona to form in a human compared to in a rodent and would likely influence biodistribution. This highlights the need for future study evaluating differences in the biocorona due to variability between species, physiology, and in vitro and in vivo systems. Further, these studies suggest that certain animal models may be more appropriate for translating nanoparticle research to humans. Specifically, physiologically based pharmacokinetic modeling of gold nanoparticles has suggested that rats or pigs are more translatable models than typically utilized mouse models [39] .
Underlying disease states are also known to modify the physiological environment and may result in alterations in the biocorona due to disease-related differences in available biomolecules. A recent evaluation of how underlying disease states modify the biocorona that forms on iron oxide nanoparticles utilized serum from healthy and hyperlipidemic rats [8] . Incubation in these different serums was determined to result in the formation of distinct biocoronas. There was less abundance of common proteins on the surface of nanoparticles incubated in the hyperlipidemic serum. Further incubation in the hyperlipidemic serum resulted in increased cholesterol content of the biocorona compared to normal serum. It is possible that the increased cholesterol inhibited the association of proteins. These different disease-state biocoronas were also found to modify cellular responses. Specifically, the hyperlipidemic biocorona was determined to induce a greater inflammatory response in endothelial cells compared with iron oxide nanoparticles with a healthy biocorona. This study demonstrates the importance of disease-related differences in the biocorona and its toxicological implications. As diseases such as hyperlipidemia continue to expand in our population, nanoparticles for biomedical applications may need to be evaluated in models systems that mimic these prominent disease environments as opposed to the healthy environments commonly used in laboratory settings. Individuals with underlying disease will likely form a unique biocorona on nanoparticles compared to healthy individuals leading to unforeseen biological responses. It may be necessary based on the route of administration for nanoparticles to be screened in these different disease environments. Many diseases also have progressive modifications physiologically such as kidney disease. This may mean that an individual at different stages of disease progression will form different biocoronas on nanoparticles throughout their disease progression, possibly altering nanoparticle functionality and biological responses. These disease-related differences in the formation of the biocorona need to be taken into account while prescribing nanotherapeutics as they may result in altered responses to the nanoparticles such as inhibited therapeutic efficiency, clearance, and/ or toxicity. These studies taking into account underlying disease states need to be prioritized based on prominent human diseases as well as the disease-state of the human in which the nanoparticle will be utilized.
Nanoparticle functionality and therapeutically useful modifications of the biocorona
Addition of the nanoparticle-biocorona has been shown to decrease the functionality of nanoparticles often by interfering with targeting of nanotherapeutics. Specifically, addition of the biocorona has been evaluated for its role in altering the effectiveness of iron oxide nanoparticles as MRI contrast agents. Research has demonstrated that addition of the biocorona on superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles does not significantly change T2 relaxation times; however, it can alter binding to cells [40, 41] . Further, the addition of the biocorona has been demonstrated to inhibit the targeting capabilities of transferrin-coated nanoparticles thus reducing their functionality [42] . The addition of surfactants to the surface of nanoparticles has been used to decrease protein association thus allowing for reduction in the clearance of nanoparticles by the immune system [43] . Nevertheless, this also inhibits interactions with targeted cell populations reducing the functionality of the nanoparticles. Recently, however, it has been demonstrated that backfilling the surface of a targeted nanoparticle with polyethylene glycol can reduce the association of serum proteins allowing for less biocorona-related inhibition of targeting [44] . Biomedical applications that utilized nanotechnology must consider the influence of the biocorona during product synthesis or the benefits of nanotechnology may be lost. Manipulation of the nanoparticle-biocorona may also be beneficial for the biomedical application of nanoparticles. It is likely that nanoparticles could be formulated to associate biocoronas rich in specific biomolecules thus assisting in nanotherapeutic retention and targeting. Data accessing the identity of the biocorona on the surface of nanoparticles is necessary; however, being able to manipulate the biocorona may be needed for a variety of applications. A recent study has determined that surfactant titration allows for the selective removal of apolipoprotein AI from the hard biocorona that forms on the surface of 100 nm silicon oxide nanoparticles following incubation in human plasma [45] . This study demonstrates that individual components of the biocorona can possibly be controlled allowing for the formation of specific nanoparticle-biocoronas that can be tuned for individual purposes. Further study, however, needs to be performed to produce protocols allowing for the selective removal of other biocoronal components allowing for the synthesis of specific biocoronas. It is also possible to utilize nanoparticles that preferentially bind certain biomolecules such as cholesterol in order to assist in the clearance of the biomolecule from the body. These nanoparticles that take advantage of the natural binding of biomolecules for their removal from the body may prove to be useful treatments for a variety of diseases in the future. Lastly, nanoparticles may be synthesized to preferentially associate with a specific biocorona once injected, allowing for the enhancement of nanoparticle targeting. Nanoparticles which preferentially bind large amounts of apolipoproteins have shown an ability to more efficiently pass through the blood brain barrier [46] [47] [48] . Instead of seeing the biocorona as a challenge to overcome, many possible therapeutic applications may be able to take advantage of the nanoparticle-biocorona and use it as a natural surface coating to increase their usefulness.
Biocorona-induced alterations in dosimetry
Biomedical applications that utilize nanotechnology are often screened using cell culture models. This often involves growing adherent cells at the bottom of a plate with media on top and injecting nanoparticles into the media. The nanoparticles will eventually settle and interact with the cells allowing for testing of various parameters. Due to their small size and high surface area, nanoparticle dosimetry is difficult and could easily be influenced by differential biocoronas. The addition of unique biocoronas on the surface of the nanoparticles thereby increasing or decreasing the size of the nanoparticle agglomerates may result in distinctive settling velocities causing alterations in dosimetry. These differences in dosimetry make comparisons of effects between nanoparticles challenging as each set of cells interacted with differing amounts of nanoparticles. Use of dosimetry models, such as the in vitro sedimentation, diffusion, and dosimetry model; computational fluid dynamics model; the distorted grid model; and others which predict delivered nanoparticle doses in in vitro scenarios could be beneficial in nullifying this challenge [49] [50] [51] [52] . The use of these models would allow for comparable dosing in cell culture models of not only nanoparticles but nanoparticles with various biocoronas. The information gained is needed for cell culture experimentation to set doses based on the number of nanoparticles that cells interact with over a period of time. These studies are a challenge, however, due to the diversity of nanoparticles and the complexity of the biocorona. Dosimetry differences related to the biocorona, however, need to be taken into consideration prior to experimentation for the generation of more relevant and reliable data in the early screening of nanoparticles.
Investigation of the secondary or soft biocorona
To date the majority of research has evaluated the hard corona that forms on nanoparticles. This hard corona is the initial layer of biomolecules which is relatively stable and is governed by nanoparticle-biomolecule interactions making it easier to evaluate. The soft corona or the secondary corona, which is composed of biomolecules interacting with the hard corona, is less studied due to its more dynamic nature. There are multiple challenges associated with studying the soft corona. The primary issue is how to distinguish it from the hard corona when isolating biomolecules from the surface of the nanoparticle. Further, any assessment is a snapshot due to its dynamic nature. The secondary biocorona, however, is likely of importance because it continually may produce modified biomolecules as they associate and disassociate. Further, this secondary biocorona may also govern many biocorona-cell interactions, and as the secondary corona undergoes alterations in its content, these interactions may also change. A recent study formed a hard corona on the surface of hydroxyethyl starch nanocapsules and then incubated them with individual proteins [53] . The association of the secondary biocorona was then evaluated through the use of isothermal titration calorimetry and dynamic light scattering. This study was able to determine the association of these proteins with the hard corona forming the secondary biocorona on nanoparticles. Ultimately, this study demonstrates that the assessment of the secondary biocorona is possible; however, future studies with similar novel approaches and advances are needed. Due to the dynamic nature of the secondary biocorona, its assessment will likely require the involvement of computational modelers to predict the protein-protein interactions that govern the secondary biocorona and its changes over time. This type of data will allow for the early assessment of the nanoparticle-secondary biocorona prior to biological experimentation, thus making the overall process more cost effective.
Alterations in dissolution
Many nanoparticles such as silver nanoparticles undergo dissolution; this release of ions is related to their antimicrobial activity. Further alterations in silver nanoparticle dissolution due to modifications in their physicochemical properties have been shown to influence toxicological outcomes in vitro [54] . The addition of the biocorona may alter this dissolution resulting in the stabilization or destabilization of the nanoparticle structure. For instance, biomolecules that strongly associate may reduce the dissociation of ions from the surface of nanoparticles, whereas weak associations may result in increased dissociation of ions due to continual interactions. Investigation of single-protein biocoronas demonstrated that albumin stabilized silver nanoparticles reducing dissolution, whereas high-density lipoprotein increased dissolution compared to when no biocorona was present [9, 22] . It is likely that the addition of highdensity lipoprotein removed citrate groups which were used as a surface coating for these silver nanoparticles thereby destabilizing the silver nanoparticles and resulting in dissolution. Further disruption of the bovine serum albumin coating on silver nanoparticles has been shown to increase dissolution supporting the stabilization of silver nanoparticles via specific biocoronal proteins [55] . This ability of the biocorona to stabilize or destabilize the nanoparticle's structure may alter the nanoparticle's functionality, toxicity, and biopersistence. Further, the impact of the biocorona on stability/dissolution of metal oxide nanoparticles is one of the most direct demonstrations of a functional role of the biocorona in regards to toxicological impact.
Conclusions
The nanoparticle-biocorona presents a unique challenge for the safe and effective biomedical application of nanoparticles. The biocorona imparts a distinct identity to the nanoparticle influencing its characteristics, functionality, and toxicity. To understand how nanoparticles can be utilized in biological applications, the biocorona must be taken into account as this is the first biological interaction that occurs following introduction into the body and governs all subsequent cellular interactions. Currently, research has begun to examine its potential impact on the uses of nanotechnology and has raised enough concern to warrant further investigation. Specific areas of further investigation include (1) further correlations between nanoparticle properties and biomolecule association, including non-protein components of the biocorona, (2) lifecycle assessment of the nanoparticle-biocorona, (3) physiological impact on biocorona formation, (4) biocorona modifications to nanoparticle functionality, (5) secondary biocorona formation on nanoparticles and its biological impact, (6) biocorona-induced alterations in dosimetry and biodistribution, and (7) manipulation of the nanoparticle-biocorona for therapeutic and diagnostic applications.
